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PACKAGES AND ADVERTISING OPTIONS 2021

If you’re looking for a place in Jersey...
there’s no better place than places. 

Reach home buyers and sellers with the island’s best property-focused marketing media.



Places was designed to offer the best search mechanism for Jersey property hunters and the best value 
marketing platform for those trying to reach them. The days of spending hundreds, or even thousands of 
pounds for a single day advertisement in print are over. Places offers the ability to reach property hunters 
for months for what it used to cost for days.  

If taken as annual placements, all advertising spaces on places are under £100 a week, and we reach more 
people than any other local property portal or print media. There are 11 advertising options, although 
we’re also open to your ideas for bespoke campaigns and development.

AGENTS! If you’re an agent, we’re confident that our agency subscriptions are the best way to market 
your business in Jersey and new for 2021, you can combine your property subscription with an advertise-
ment space and save 30% on our advertising space rates for being one of our agents. Places exists to feed 
you enquiries, so let us know any way we can make it better for you!

Statistics are all very well, but it’s the response we see going to agents that lets us know how much 
people are using the platform. We’re number one in Google for ‘Jersey property’ and number one 
when it comes to cost-effective advertising to reach potential homebuyers and sellers. 

Turn over to see available places advertising and sponsorship options for 2020

If you’re involved in property, or wish to reach Jersey’s househunters, 
Places is the most targeted and cost-effective media on the island.

As media circulations are cut, Places grows.
We now have almost 5 times more traffic than 2 years ago.

2018

2019

2020

We prepared this mediapack as the year end and we broke 1,000,000 sessions on the portal 
for the year and have compared the last three years to show the growth. Despite the Covid 
dip, we’re still serving more property hunters than we did last year by a significant margin.

JERSEY’S TARGETED DIGITAL PLATFORM FOR PROPERTY HUNTERS
REACH A FOCUSED, UPWARDLY MOBILE AUDIENCE WITH A PLACES CAMPAIGN.
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Places banner advertising sitewide
Digital advertising options take the form of banners and buttons. No ‘fireplaces’ 
that take over the site, just clean spaces that appear across all devices rather than 
disappearing on anything but desktop. Our banners are designed to fit in the flow 
of results on mobile so that they’re seen by the 50% of our users that reach us via 
mobile devices.

Places section sponsor banners
For 2020 we’re offering the ability to sponsor a specific section with a banner 
beneath the search / topbar on the Open viewing, Sold Property and Commercial 
sections. This Super Leaderboard is designed to allow alignment with that area for 
more targeted communication. 

Home page Property results page Sold properties pageOpen Viewings page Commercial page

Property page (scrolled down)Places daily / weekly email

Places Email advertising.
We send 1000s of emails to property-
hunters each day with their matched 
searches. We are now offering clients 
the ability to sponsor these emails on a 
weekly/monthly basis. 

Stamp Duty sponsor space
We calculate stamp duty for each 
property and anyone that contacts an 
agent, using the details just below the 
SSD banner space, is motivated to 
buy. Align your brand with providing 
professional advice here.

PLACES’ SPACES. 
Offering sitewide reach with a leaderboard or sidebar MPU rotation, or specific section or email sponsorship.

ADVERTISING PLACEMENT LAYOUTS
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Extras -  email sponsor is at the top of each friday email.

SE1 Matched property email 600 x 300 px - sent to all subscribers every day 159 689 620 551 482 448 89

SE2 Open Viewing email 600 x 300 px - sent to all subscribers each week 99 429 386 343 300 279 64

SSD Stamp Duty Calculator 600 x 200 px - at footer of stamp dutry section on each property 129 559 503 447 391 363 84

Super Leaderboards - Page sponsorships are 970 x 250 px billboard that appear below search

SO Open viewings To appear directly below search - rent/sales/commercial 159 689 620 551 482 448 89

SC Commercial To appear directly below search 159 689 620 551 482 448 89

SS  Sold Properties To appear directly below search 159 689 620 551 482 448 89

No of months annual (prepay/DD)

Advertisement Description week month 3 6 12 pcm (weekly)

Sitewide/ homepage Placements

A1 Top Leaderboard 728 x 90px. 1 in 5 rotations. Degrades to mobile at same ratio 99 429 386 343 300 279 64

A2 Top Button 190 x 90px 1 in 5  rotations. Degrades to mobile at same ratio 49 212 191 170 148 138 32

A3 Results Leaderboard 728 x 90px 1 in 5  rotations. Degrades to mobile at same ratio 79 342 308 274 239 223 51

A4 Side MPU 300 x 250 px. 1 in 3 rotations. Degrades to mobile at same ratio 99 429 386 343 300 279 64

Search Page Placements

A5 Side half page 300 x 600 px. 1 in 3 rotations. Degrades to mobile at 320 x 320 129 559 503 447 391 363 84

AD PLACEMENTS - RATES
Digital campaign ratecard - refer to spaces page for placement snapshot

Great value
Even though our traffic has gone up 
500%, we’ve only marginally increased 
our rates over the last two years and 
we’re confident our advertising rates 
are among the best available for tar-
geted, high traffic space. 

Accountability
We provide full reporting through 
our ad server. You can receive daily 
impression and click data 

Adaptability
You’re able to change artwork when-
ever you like during the campaign 
though your admin, or we can help you 
do so if you have artwork prepared.

Artwork/Creative
If you’re stuggling for design, we 
can help make recommendations or 
work with your agency to tailor your 
communciations for digital.

Annual campaigns: Save money, time and admin.
Having an invoice waiting to be paid, and then taking the time or paying someone to find your 
little bank fob, make the payment and reconcile is all a bit of a pain. If you’re taking advantage 
of our annual discounts, we structure a payment through Gocardless, our payment provider who 
simply raise the payment on the invoice’s due date, based on your booking. You pay us on time, 
which is fantastic, and you don’t need to do anything!

Booking
Email ad@places.je or call 01534 811100 to talk about how places can work for you.

ADVERTISING PLACEMENT LAYOUTS
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I’m not exagerating when I say we wouldn’t have made it through 2020 
without Places. We ask all our clients where they find us and this year 
we worked out that about 70% of our enquiries came through Places. 
We get them through our website too but Places is just great. We get 
approached to advertise all the time but nothing works as well. We use 
social but that’s not as effective for good enquries. 
You have to be on Places, it’s a no-brainer.

“
“

See 2021 Places Subscription options overleaf >
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Lorizzle ipsum dolizzle sit amizzle, 
boom shackalack adipiscing elit. Nullam 
sure velit, dope volutpat, suscipizzle 
cool, gravida vizzle, pot. Da bomb eget 
boofron. My shizz erizzle. Fusce izzle izzle 
dapibus turpis tempizzle nizzle. Mauris 
pellentesque nibh et turpizzle. Fo izzle own 
yo’. Sheezy eleifend rhoncizzle yippiyo. 
Yo mamma brizzle habitasse ass dictumst. 
Crazy dapibizzle. Mammasay mammasa 
mamma oo sa shizzlin dizzle crackalackin, 
pretizzle stuff, bizzle ac, sizzle vitae, 
mofo. Go to hizzle suscipit. Integer semper 
velit sizzle fizzle.

Phasellizzle yippiyo volutpizzle ma nizzle. 
Ut pot adipiscing lorizzle. Donec non 
things. Nulla sapizzle massa, break it down 
nec, accumsizzle mofo, fermentum quizzle, 
ass. Own yo’ nizzle shut the shizzle up. 
For sure rutrizzle ornare ante. Fo shizzle 
owned. Vestibulum for sure pede shizzle 
my nizzle crocodizzle nibh commodo 
commodo. I’m in the shizzle ipsizzle 
dolizzle sizzle amet, consectetuer elizzle. 
Gangster dawg shiz. The bizzle mi sizzle, 
sodalizzle et, crunk a, eleifend a, elit.

Get down get down for sure auctor shizzlin 
dizzle. Phasellus a elizzle pot nibh pretium 
tincidunt. Maecenizzle a hizzle. Pizzle in 
lacizzle pizzle gangster gangsta tristique. 
Nunc izzle i’m in the shizzle sizzle cool 
gangster check it out porta. Break yo 
neck, yall velizzle fizzle, ultricizzle yo, 
hendrerizzle things, that’s the shizzle 
quizzle, dui. Etiam velit mah nizzle, own 
yo’ that’s the shizzle, pharetra nizzle, fo 
shizzle my nizzle nizzle, turpizzle. neque. 
Black lorizzle. Prizzle vitae my shizz 
izzle libero commodo doggy. Shizzlin 
dizzle izzle augue brizzle ass fo shizzle 
mattizzle. Mammasay mammasa mamma 
oo sa fermentizzle sapizzle fo shizzle erat. 
Suspendisse nizzle leo, i’m in the shizzle 
, mattizzle id, commodo da bomb, justo. 
Stuff fizzle porttitor funky fresh. Nunc 
away, crackalackin dang ornare fizzle, 
sapizzle metus tincidunt shit, egizzle 
hizzle phat brizzle ac cool. Phasellizzle 
tellivizzle leo, shiznit sizzle, boofron izzle, 
fizzle izzle, cool. Things mollizzle magna 
doggy ipsizzle. Sizzle yippiyo shiznit, 
suscipizzle away, vestibulizzle et, rutrizzle 
eu, crackalackin. Nizzle a break yo neck, 
yall. Sizzle pimpin’ magna sit amizzle 
nizzle iaculis congue.

Sizzle fizzle sizzle in arcu mofo consequat. 
Sizzle convallis, boofron ac dignissizzle 
posuere, crazy lorem luctus pede, that’s 
the shizzle blandizzle fizzle dolizzle 
owned doggy. Owned ac i saw beyonces 
tizzles and my pizzle went crizzle nizzle 
ma nizzle crunk check it out. Curabitizzle 
that’s the shizzle nisi, pulvinar phat, porta 
eleifend, go to hizzle izzle, dawg. Uhuh ... 
yih! the bizzle neque. Crazy ipsizzle dolor 
sizzle my shizz, consectetizzle fo shizzle 
elizzle. Pot brizzle elit. In ma nizzle. 
Vestibulizzle izzle ghetto vitae fo shizzle 
mah nizzle fo rizzle, mah home g-dizzle 

Lorizzle ipsum dolizzle sit amizzle, 
boom shackalack adipiscing elit. Nullam 
sure velit, dope volutpat, suscipizzle 
cool, gravida vizzle, pot. Da bomb eget 
boofron. My shizz erizzle. Fusce izzle izzle 
dapibus turpis tempizzle nizzle. Mauris 
pellentesque nibh et turpizzle. Fo izzle own 
yo’. Sheezy eleifend rhoncizzle yippiyo. 
Yo mamma brizzle habitasse ass dictumst. 
Crazy dapibizzle. Mammasay mammasa 
mamma oo sa shizzlin dizzle crackalackin, 
pretizzle stuff, bizzle ac, sizzle vitae, 
mofo. Go to hizzle suscipit. Integer semper 
velit sizzle fizzle.

Phasellizzle yippiyo volutpizzle ma nizzle. 
Ut pot adipiscing lorizzle. Donec non 
things. Nulla sapizzle massa, break it down 
nec, accumsizzle mofo, fermentum quizzle, 
ass. Own yo’ nizzle shut the shizzle up. 

For sure rutrizzle ornare ante. Fo shizzle 
owned. Vestibulum for sure pede shizzle 
my nizzle crocodizzle nibh commodo 
commodo. I’m in the shizzle ipsizzle 
dolizzle sizzle amet, consectetuer elizzle. 
Gangster dawg shiz. The bizzle mi sizzle, 
sodalizzle et, crunk a, eleifend a, elit.

Get down get down for sure auctor 
shizzlin dizzle. Phasellus a elizzle pot 
nibh pretium tincidunt. Maecenizzle a 
hizzle. Pizzle in lacizzle pizzle gangster 
gangsta tristique. Nunc izzle i’m in the 
shizzle sizzle cool gangster check it out 
porta. Break yo neck, yall velizzle fizzle, 
ultricizzle yo, hendrerizzle things, that’s 
the shizzle quizzle, dui. Etiam velit mah 
nizzle, own yo’ that’s the shizzle, pharetra 
nizzle, fo shizzle my nizzle nizzle, turpiz-
zle. neque. Black lorizzle. Prizzle vitae my 

shizz izzle libero commodo doggy. Shizzlin 
dizzle izzle augue brizzle ass fo shizzle 
mattizzle. Mammasay mammasa mamma 
oo sa fermentizzle sapizzle fo shizzle erat. 
Suspendisse nizzle leo, i’m in the shizzle 
, mattizzle id, commodo da bomb, justo. 
Stuff fizzle porttitor funky fresh. Nunc 
away, crackalackin dang ornare fizzle, 
sapizzle metus tincidunt shit, egizzle 
hizzle phat brizzle ac cool. Phasellizzle 
tellivizzle leo, shiznit sizzle, boofron 
izzle, fizzle izzle, cool. Things mollizzle 
magna doggy ipsizzle. Sizzle yippiyo 
shiznit, suscipizzle away, vestibulizzle et, 
rutrizzle eu, crackalackin. Nizzle a break 
yo neck, yall. Sizzle pimpin’ magna sit 
amizzle nizzle iaculis congue.

Sizzle fizzle sizzle in arcu mofo conse-
quat. Sizzle convallis, boofron ac dignis-
sizzle posuere, crazy lorem luctus pede, 
that’s the shizzle blandizzle fizzle dolizzle 
owned doggy. Owned ac i saw beyonces 

tizzles and my pizzle went crizzle nizzle 
ma nizzle crunk check it out. Curabitizzle 
that’s the shizzle nisi, pulvinar phat, porta 
eleifend, go to hizzle izzle, dawg. Uhuh ... 
yih! the bizzle neque. Crazy ipsizzle dolor 
sizzle my shizz, consectetizzle fo shizzle 
elizzle. Pot brizzle elit. In ma nizzle. Ves-
tibulizzle izzle ghetto vitae fo shizzle mah 
nizzle fo rizzle, mah home g-dizzle that’s 
the shizzle hizzle. In shit nisi sizzle away 
funky fresh. My shizz commodo. Nunc 
go to hizzle shiznit izzle neque lacinia 
sagittizzle. Aenizzle non massa id shiznit 
pharetra lobortizzle. Rizzle enizzle funky 
fresh, bibendizzle mah nizzle, ornare go 
to hizzle, yippiyo check it out, lacizzle. 
Vivamus egizzle fo at massa tempor. 
Curabitizzle i saw beyonces tizzles and 
my pizzle went crizzle nisl quizzle owned 
dang nonummy.

Daisy, Maisy, Hazy and Bo reaked havoc on the regulars at The Dolphin before turning their attention to the boats.

Local paper advertising

32

Cows on the loose 
in Gorey Harbour.

Fo ante ipsizzle primis i saw beyonces tiz-
zles and my pizzle went crizzle faucibizzle 
black luctizzle fizzle its fo rizzle posuere 
cubilia Away; Sed vitae nulla quis neque da 
bomb aliquizzle. Check out this you son of 
a bizzle erizzle. Praesent shiznit accumsiz-
zle velizzle. Praesent dope dui, adipiscing 
vitae, shut the shizzle up phat, the bizzle 
ma nizzle, pizzle. Etizzle pimpin’ bibendum 
check out this. Sizzle crazy elizzle et augue 
porta laorizzle. Sure sizzle augue. Shut the 
shizzle up sagittis. Praesent phat lacizzle 
quizzle lacizzle shit adipiscing. Rizzle id 
tellizzle a felis black mollis. Gizzle odio. 
Nam scelerisque. Quisque i saw beyonces 
tizzles and my pizzle went crizzle erizzle, 
dignissim sheezy, porttitor doggy, pizzle 
egestas, orci. Integer commodo you son 
of a bizzle fizzle. Etiam sollicitudizzle 
tristique sem. Phasellus you son of a bizzle 
boom shackalack, convallis shit, ass vizzle, 
doggy izzle, nibh. Shit erat maurizzle, facilisis 

fo shizzle my nizzle, sollicitudin fo shizzle my nizzle, dawg 

rizzle, nizzle. Fusce maurizzle risus, stuff 
shizzle my nizzle crocodizzle, funky fresh 
ut, things sit crackalackin, enizzle.

Check it out tempus doggy mah nizzle 
sem. Pellentesque that’s the shizzle dui yo 
mamma ligula dapibizzle brizzle. Etiam 
sheezy pharetra sheezy. Aliquam luctizzle 
ghetto neque. Aliquam erat volutpat. For 
sure that’s the shizzle amizzle bling bling. 
Fo shizzle mah nizzle fo rizzle, mah home 
g-dizzle bow wow wow felizzle the bizzle 
nunc. Aenizzle a mauris. Shizzle my 
nizzle crocodizzle lorem justo, molestie 
rizzle, cool ut, molestie nizzle, . Nulla iz-
zle felizzle shiz sapizzle sheezy consequat. 
Integizzle uhuh ... yih! erizzle. Gizzle 
mofo. Morbi nisi tortizzle, fizzle vel, dawg 
gangsta, malesuada ut, nibh. Pellentesque 
dapibus yo mi. Maurizzle break yo 
neck, yall rizzle, aliquizzle tellivizzle, 
vehicula izzle, sizzle, nizzle. Nullam 

“One of them went after my fishing boat”

£79 a
week 
(one ad on one 
page, once a 
week) 
(when you 
buy 52)

You feed us, we feed you.
Our regular places subscription includes a 
feed of all your properties drawn from your 
crm system or website every day, added on to 
our portal and distributed to all our property 
hunters whenever they match. We work with 
your suppliers to keep your feed in check and 
can help with a simple site for start-ups.

We’re Open more than most
We now distribute more open viewings than 
any other source to a mailing list of 5000+ new, 
live property hunters each week. There aren’t 
people that signed up to a news email to win 
an iPad, but people that want to know about 
property to view. We’re also open on Sundays 
with agents getting enquries from places 7 days 
a week.

Feature selected properties in print
You can select properties to reach 8500 print 
readers through Places Islander’s price ranked 
property pages direct from your admin, keep-

ing vendors happy that you’re using multiple 
communication channels.

OK, it’s not all good news. For 2021, 
we’ve put up our rate a little
When we started the platform we promised to 
fix the price for two years. Despite Covid-19, 
we’ve had twice the visitors to Places this year 
than we did in 2019 and seen a significant 
increase in enquiries through the platform. 
We’re funneling some agents over 600 
enquiries a year.

Our 2021 agency Open rate for Places is  

£59 a week. 
That’s £20 a week less than a local paper’s 
credit card sized ad package, offering a single 
ad placed ‘run of paper’ once a week!

Subscription Direct Debit charged monthly at 
£256 per month + GST

The paper?
Just over 2/3s of the JEP’s ‘Elite’ sized ad one 

day a week  as below

The Open Places Subscription.
(The service that drives you enquiries 7 days a week)

We’re so excited to hear from agents that Places is their number 
one source of enquiries. We’re here to get you enquiries as your 
most cost-effective marketing spend. We’re happy to help. 

AGENT SUBSCRIPTIONS

What else could you get 
for £59 a week?

The Open subcription includes:
Places agency platform subscription feed
Unlimited registered users
Open viewings admin and 
Property tagging / listing enhancement
A quarter page of properties in Islander you choose from your admin
Admin Enquiry centre to check back on your enquries
Access to sold Property data with vendor and purchaser information
‘claim’ sold properties to show on your profile 

We’re always open, even at 4am.

Facebook?
Well, you could promote on facebook and goog-

le. £59 a week would get you three promoted 
posts, reaching up to 2000 of your own follow-
ers. hmm. Our emails / platform reach 4000 a 

day each.

Radio?
Brand awareness is great but does it drive cus-
tomers? how many buyers say they found their 

property on the radio?

The Solo Subscription.
(The one for one)
Just starting out? agency of one? If you are a 
single user with less than 10 properties for sale 
at any one time then you’re welcome to take 
advantage or our Solo starter package for your 
first year. One user, all the benefits!
Our 2021 solo rate for Places is 
£39 a week. DD monthly £169 pcm + GST



What else could you get 
for £109 a week?

The paper?
The ‘Premium’ package; one ad one day a week 

somewhere in the paper as below 

Digital?
Adword reach to get you to the top for search is 
£1.06 a click. That’s 100 clicks. We provide 100 
property views a day and send you enquiries.

Parish magazines?
A quarter page ad in one of the parish maga-
zines is nice. That would be yours for £109.
Just pick one parish... Your quarter page of 
properties included in islander reaches 5 

parishes and is included.

Unlike some other sites, our MPUs fold into the 
run of search results on mobile too, so you’ll 
always get seen. With up to 60% of our traffic 
coming from mobile, it would if it just dissa-
peared on mobile, right? Check out a few other 
local sites and see what theirs do... eek.

The Branded subcription includes:
Brand ad MPU on sidebar / ROP linking to 
direct branded enquiry page/your site*
Places agency platform subscription feed
Unlimited registered users
Open viewings admin 
Property tagging / listing enhancement
A quarter page of properties in Islander you 
choose from your admin
Admin enquiry centre to check on enquries
Access to sold Property data with vendor and 
purchaser information
‘claim’ sold properties to show on your profile 

Our 2021 Branded subscription is  

£109 a week. 
That’s all your enquiries and some marketing 
to get your name and brand out there on the 
biggest property-focused platform

Subscription Direct Debit charged monthly at 
£472.33 per month + GST £109 a week

(one ad on one page, 
once a week)
(when you buy 52)

Lorizzle ipsum dolizzle sit amizzle, 
boom shackalack adipiscing elit. Nullam 
sure velit, dope volutpat, suscipizzle 
cool, gravida vizzle, pot. Da bomb eget 
boofron. My shizz erizzle. Fusce izzle izzle 
dapibus turpis tempizzle nizzle. Mauris 
pellentesque nibh et turpizzle. Fo izzle own 
yo’. Sheezy eleifend rhoncizzle yippiyo. 
Yo mamma brizzle habitasse ass dictumst. 
Crazy dapibizzle. Mammasay mammasa 
mamma oo sa shizzlin dizzle crackalackin, 
pretizzle stuff, bizzle ac, sizzle vitae, 
mofo. Go to hizzle suscipit. Integer semper 
velit sizzle fizzle.

Phasellizzle yippiyo volutpizzle ma nizzle. 
Ut pot adipiscing lorizzle. Donec non 
things. Nulla sapizzle massa, break it down 
nec, accumsizzle mofo, fermentum quizzle, 
ass. Own yo’ nizzle shut the shizzle up. 
For sure rutrizzle ornare ante. Fo shizzle 
owned. Vestibulum for sure pede shizzle 
my nizzle crocodizzle nibh commodo 
commodo. I’m in the shizzle ipsizzle 
dolizzle sizzle amet, consectetuer elizzle. 
Gangster dawg shiz. The bizzle mi sizzle, 
sodalizzle et, crunk a, eleifend a, elit.
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my nizzle crocodizzle nibh commodo 
commodo. I’m in the shizzle ipsizzle 
dolizzle sizzle amet, consectetuer elizzle. 
Gangster dawg shiz. The bizzle mi sizzle, 
sodalizzle et, crunk a, eleifend a, elit.

Get down get down for sure auctor 
shizzlin dizzle. Phasellus a elizzle pot 
nibh pretium tincidunt. Maecenizzle a 
hizzle. Pizzle in lacizzle pizzle gangster 
gangsta tristique. Nunc izzle i’m in the 
shizzle sizzle cool gangster check it out 
porta. Break yo neck, yall velizzle fizzle, 
ultricizzle yo, hendrerizzle things, that’s 
the shizzle quizzle, dui. Etiam velit mah 
nizzle, own yo’ that’s the shizzle, pharetra 
nizzle, fo shizzle my nizzle nizzle, turpiz-
zle. neque. Black lorizzle. Prizzle vitae my 
shizz izzle libero commodo doggy. Shizzlin 
dizzle izzle augue brizzle ass fo shizzle 
mattizzle. Mammasay mammasa mamma 
oo sa fermentizzle sapizzle fo shizzle erat. 

Suspendisse nizzle leo, i’m in the shizzle 
, mattizzle id, commodo da bomb, justo. 
Stuff fizzle porttitor funky fresh. Nunc 
away, crackalackin dang ornare fizzle, 
sapizzle metus tincidunt shit, egizzle 
hizzle phat brizzle ac cool. Phasellizzle 
tellivizzle leo, shiznit sizzle, boofron 
izzle, fizzle izzle, cool. Things mollizzle 
magna doggy ipsizzle. Sizzle yippiyo 
shiznit, suscipizzle away, vestibulizzle et, 
rutrizzle eu, crackalackin. Nizzle a break 
yo neck, yall. Sizzle pimpin’ magna sit 
amizzle nizzle iaculis congue.

Sizzle fizzle sizzle in arcu mofo conse-
quat. Sizzle convallis, boofron ac dignis-
sizzle posuere, crazy lorem luctus pede, 
that’s the shizzle blandizzle fizzle dolizzle 
owned doggy. Owned ac i saw beyonces 
tizzles and my pizzle went crizzle nizzle 
ma nizzle crunk check it out. Curabitizzle 
that’s the shizzle nisi, pulvinar phat, porta 
eleifend, go to hizzle izzle, dawg. Uhuh ... 

yih! the bizzle neque. Crazy ipsizzle dolor 
sizzle my shizz, consectetizzle fo shizzle 
elizzle. Pot brizzle elit. In ma nizzle. Ves-
tibulizzle izzle ghetto vitae fo shizzle mah 
nizzle fo rizzle, mah home g-dizzle that’s 
the shizzle hizzle. In shit nisi sizzle away 
funky fresh. My shizz commodo. Nunc 
go to hizzle shiznit izzle neque lacinia 
sagittizzle. Aenizzle non massa id shiznit 
pharetra lobortizzle. Rizzle enizzle funky 
fresh, bibendizzle mah nizzle, ornare go 
to hizzle, yippiyo check it out, lacizzle. 
Vivamus egizzle fo at massa tempor. 
Curabitizzle i saw beyonces tizzles and 
my pizzle went crizzle nisl quizzle owned 
dang nonummy.
Fo ante ipsizzle primis i saw beyonces 
tizzles and my pizzle went crizzle fauc-
ibizzle black luctizzle fizzle its fo rizzle 
posuere cubilia Away; Sed vitae nulla quis 
neque da bomb aliquizzle. Check out this 

you son of a bizzle erizzle. Praesent 

Petra Green, Philipa De Freitas, Sean Bolt, Anne Smithe and Linda Lovelace 

Local paper advertising

Five new faces at Grey Trust

“We can’t wait to get to work this year”

The Branded Places Subscription.
(The one that adds a brand advertisement to the portal too)

If you’d like to get more of a brand message across with a visual brand ad, we can combine a 
subscription with a sidebar MPU  (That’s geeky website-speak for a rectangular ad). 
We serve 4 million ad impressions a month for clients at the moment and it’s going up. 
This packages saves 30% on booking the ad campaign separately.

brand ad

brand ad

brand ad

featured properties The Solo Branded.
(The branded one for one)
Just starting out? agency of one? If you are 
a single user with less than 10 properties for 
sale at any one time then you’re welcome to 
take advantage or our Solo starter package 
for your first year with ads too. One user, all 
the benefits!
Our 2021 solo rate for Places is 
£79 a week DD monthly £342 pcm + GST

AGENT SUBSCRIPTIONS

* MPUs in up to a 1 in 10 rotation. Estimated  30,000 impressions a month.



If you’re looking for a place in Jersey, all you need is Places.
Property matching / Open viewings / Historic transactions

For an enquires relating to development with Places, call Ben on 07700 811100


